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Abstract  This chapter reviews research on consumer psychology with emphasis on the topics of categorization, inferences, affect, and persuasion. The chapter reviews theory-based empirical research during the period 1994–2004. Research on categorization includes empirical research on brand categories, goals as organizing frameworks and motivational bases for judgments, and self-based processing. Research on inferences includes numerous types of inferences that are cognitively and/or experienced based. Research on affect includes the effects of mood on processing and cognitive and noncognitive bases for attitudes and intentions. Research on persuasion focuses heavily on the moderating role of elaboration and dual-process models, and includes research on attitude strength responses, advertising responses, and negative versus positive evaluative dimensions.
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INTRODUCTION

A recent Annual Review of Psychology chapter (Simonson et al. 2001) describes the consumer behavior literature as divided into three major subgroups: (a) the consumer information processing segment, (b) the behavioral decision theory (BDT) segment, and (c) the postmodernist, postpositivist, interpretive segment, the first two of which have psychological foundations. The first subgroup, consumer information processing, includes consumer cognition and affect, and is the focus of the present review. Consumer information processing has as its theory base social and cognitive psychology (e.g., research by Bargh 2002, Barsalou 1999, Chaiken 1980, Fishbein & Ajzen 1975, Fiske & Neuberg 1990, Higgins 2002, Markus & Kunda 1986, Petty & Cacioppo 1986, and Wyer & Srull 1989, to name just a few). The BDT literature, which includes topics such as choice models, economic psychology, and consumer search strategies, draws from a somewhat different psychological literature (see Simonson et al. 2001) and is covered in this review only to the extent that it overlaps with topics addressed. Individual differences research (personality, individual difference measures, and expertise) and domain-specific findings such as price perceptions, ethics and socially responsible business practices, social marketing, survey research, Internet marketing, and others, are not reviewed here unless applicable to the theoretical issues addressed. Included in this review is theoretically based, empirical research in consumer psychology published primarily in four journals: Journal of Consumer Research, Journal of Consumer Psychology, Journal of Marketing Research, and Journal of Marketing.

From 1982 to 1998, Annual Review of Psychology articles reviewed the consumer psychology literature every four years (Kassarjian 1982, Bettman 1986, Cohen & Chakravarti 1990, Tybout & Artz 1994, Jacoby et al. 1998). In 2001, Simonson et al. broke with tradition and wrote a historical perspective on consumer research and a more general discussion of philosophical debates in the discipline. With the expansive nature of the field, it has become increasingly difficult to evaluate all consumer psychology literature in a single review.

The present chapter returns to a more traditional review of consumer research, but differs from prior reviews in that it is both narrower in topic focus (consumer categorization, inferences, affect, and persuasion) and covers a broader range of years, 1994–2004, with primary emphasis on research in the years 1997–2004.
Research in the years 1994–1996 was reviewed previously (Jacoby et al. 1998), and is included to the extent that it helps frame and clarify research on the topics addressed. Research published outside the designated years or in publications outside of the four journals noted is included selectively.

CONSUMER CATEGORIZATION

During the review period, research on brand categories (e.g., Healthy Choice products) and goal-derived categories (e.g., things to eat in my car on the way to work) has increased relative to more traditional research on product categories (e.g., automobiles, shampoos). Research on brand categories has focused on the manner in which perception of new category members (brand extensions) are influenced by category beliefs and affect and also on how information about new category members reciprocally influence beliefs and attitudes about the category. Research on goal-derived categories focuses on the flexibility of category representations, and the effects of goals on cognition and affect. Research on the self, as a category and as a basis for processing information, has continued and is increasingly directed toward the study of self-construals and multicultural views of the self.

Similarity-Based Category Inferences to New Category Members

Consumers regularly use category information in making judgments about a new category member. For example, test-driving a Lexus hybrid automobile may lead consumers to infer that it shares similarities with a traditional Lexus (e.g., high performance, prestige, leather seats). Similarity-based inferences such as these have been the focus of research on brand categories. A brand category, such as Lexus, can be viewed as both a set of attributes (e.g., high performance, prestige) and a set of exemplar products (e.g., Lexus sedans, Lexus SUVs), and in any given context, information about either attributes or products may be accessible (Loken et al. 2002, Meyvis & Janiszewski 2004). Similarly, accessible information about the extension (e.g., Lexus hybrid) may pertain to its product category (hybrids), its individuating attributes (e.g., its front panel display), or its connection to the parent brand (Lexus). To the extent that accessible information about the brand category and accessible information about the brand extension increase consumers’ perceptions of similarity between the parent brand and extension, category inferences should be more likely to occur. This well-established finding continues in the review period; greater perceived similarity (or perceived “fit”) between the parent brand and the new brand extension increases acceptance of the brand extension, whether due to product category similarity or brand-specific associations (Barone et al. 2000, Bottomley & Holden 2001, Klink & Smith 2001). Similarity (between the parent brand and new extension) has also been viewed as a heuristic in decision making. Similarity is more often used in evaluating brand
extensions when the product category information of either the parent brand (Meyvis & Janiszewski 2004) or the extension (Klink & Smith 2001) is the only information accessible or available, and is less often used when the extension’s individuating attribute information is available (Klink & Smith 2001). To the extent that both product category similarity and brand attribute similarity reflect a common goal, they will both predict extension acceptance; if goals are incongruent, other factors (e.g., only product category similarity or only brand attribute similarity) may determine extension acceptance (Martin & Stewart 2001).

In addition to research on brand extensions, other consumer research replicates earlier findings of a positive relationship between a category member’s typicality (or similarity to other category members) and the category member’s evaluation. In general, more typical category members are better liked (Carpenter & Nakamoto 1996; Folkes & Patrick 2003, study 3; Simonin & Ruth 1998; Veryzer & Hutchinson 1998; Zhang & Sood 2002).

Another type of similarity-based comparison involves the alignability of attributes of the new category stimulus and the existing category (e.g., Gentner & Markman 1997, Gregan-Paxton 2001, Gregan-Paxton & John 1997, Moreau & Markman 2001, Roehm & Sternthal 2001). Alignable differences (versus differences that are not alignable) are more memorable (Zhang & Markman 1998), comparative ads are more effective than noncomparative ads when brands can be compared along the same (versus different) attributes (Zhang et al. 2002; see also Lurie 2004 for research on structural properties of attributes), and brand evaluations are more prone to revision when counterattitudinal information can be compared along the same attributes as accessible brand information (Pham & Muthukrishnan 2002).

A different perspective argues that resolving a moderate disparity produces positive affect, which is applied to the object evaluated (Peracchio & Meyers-Levy 1994). Per this view, an object that is moderately dissimilar from a category will be better liked than either a similar or extremely dissimilar object. This moderate incongruity effect was found for people with low prior knowledge about the category, who required more effort to resolve the incongruity (Peracchio & Tybout 1996), and disappeared when people had low motivation to process information (e.g., under high risk conditions, Campbell & Goodstein 2001).

Assimilation and Contrast

Theories of assimilation/contrast argue that if, during encoding, an object is perceived as similar to a category, it will be assimilated to the category and take on its features and affect; a contrast response occurs when responses to the object are adjusted away from the comparison standard, if an object is perceived as dissimilar to a comparison standard, and usually occurs at the time of judgment. Contrast effects occur when situational cues include dissimilarities information (Hafner 2004, Wanke et al. 1998) or individuating information highlights dissimilarities (Cooke et al. 2002), when sufficient cognitive resources are available.
for processing contextual information or when people are high in need for cognition (Meyers-Levy & Tybout 1997), and when remembered information is recounted analytically rather than episodically (Bickart & Schwarz 2001). Others argue that contrast effects are not due to more cognitive effort, but rather depend on whether the accessible context information (the standard of comparison) is well defined (Levin & Levin 2000) and is both distinctive and relevant (Stapel et al. 1998). Finally, although assimilation responses are generally the default response, in some situations contrast effects can be the default (Raghunathan & Irwin 2001).

The Influence of New Category Members on the Category

Information about new category members can also influence existing category beliefs. For example, brand extensions (new category members) can have effects on beliefs and attitudes about the parent brand category that are either negative (dilution of the brand) or positive (enhancement). Beliefs about a well-known brand were influenced negatively when information about a brand extension (John et al. 1998) or information about a brand context (Buchanan et al. 1999) was incongruent with beliefs about the brand (see also Milberg et al. 1997). People processed the incongruent information thoughtfully and analytically (Buchanan et al. 1999). Negative dilution, as well as positive enhancement, effects were replicated under conditions of high motivation (Gurhan-Canli & Maheswaran 1998) and when extension information was high in accessibility (Ahluwalia & Gurhan-Canli 2000). Under low motivation, people used nonanalytic processing; more (versus less) prototypical extensions modified parent brand evaluations (Gurhan-Canli & Maheswaran 1998). That is, extremely atypical category members had less impact on category beliefs than did moderately atypical category members. When extension information was low in accessibility, diagnostic cues were used; negative information (producing dilution effects) was more diagnostic for brand evaluations when extensions were in similar, but not dissimilar, categories to the parent brand, and positive information (producing enhancement effects) was more diagnostic when extensions belonged to dissimilar, rather than similar, categories (Ahluwalia & Gurhan-Canli 2000).

Negative brand extension information can also affect existing individual products of the parent brand if these products are not already strongly established in the minds of consumers (John et al. 1998). Outside a laboratory setting, too, people were found to update their perceptions of the parent brand and individual products of the brand based on their experiences with brand extensions (Erdem 1998).

Finally, priming a new brand extension can increase the accessibility of the parent brand category, particularly when the parent brand category is not already chronically accessible (Morrin 1999). Researchers have examined primes in a variety of other contexts, too, including prosmoker and antismoker stereotypes (Pechmann & Knight 2002), exemplars in television viewing (Shrum et al. 1998), and product expensiveness judgments (Adaval & Monroe 2002).
Goals as Organizing Frameworks

Goals can serve as organizing frameworks for product or purchase information (Huffman 1996, Martin & Stewart 2001), and multiple goals can coexist within a given individual (Sengupta & Johar 2002). Activating a goal can influence members of a consideration set (Chakravarti & Janiszewski 2003, Ratneshwar et al. 1996), increase similarity perceptions of objects that do not visually resemble each other (Ratneshwar et al. 2001), and increase the attractiveness of objects related to those goals (Martin & Stewart 2001, Ratneshwar et al. 2000); objects not related to the goal are devalued (Brendl et al. 2003). Goal-derived categories have flexible boundaries; similarities between category members were found to vary depending on whether a personal or situational goal was salient (Ratneshwar et al. 2001). When goals conflict (i.e., a single product cannot meet all salient goals) or when there is goal ambiguity (i.e., a lack of salient goals), consumers are more likely to consider alternatives from different product categories (Ratneshwar et al. 1996). When people violated their goals, they showed decreased performance on a subsequent task, as compared to people with no goals (Soman & Cheema 2004).

Motivational and self-regulatory approaches to assessing goals have increased in interest (e.g., Ariely & Levav 2000, Bagozzi & Dholakia 1999, Baumeister 2002, Higgins 2002, Krishnan & Shapiro 1999). Researchers have compared consumers who were promotion-focused and prevention-focused using a variety of operationalizations (e.g., independent versus interdependent self-views, Aaker & Lee 2001; ideals versus “oughts,” Pham & Avnet 2004). Consumers who were promotion-focused (versus prevention-focused) were persuaded more by positive (versus negative) outcomes (Aaker & Lee 2001), subjective affective responses to an ad (versus message substance, Pham & Avnet 2004), hedonic, attractive, performance-related attributes (versus utilitarian, unattractive, reliability-related attributes, Chernov 2004a), and actions that departed from (versus preserved) the status quo (Chernov 2004b).

Factors That Influence Category Expansion and Flexibility

Consumers need to have stable representations of objects and events in memory that can be used for interpreting and evaluating objects and events in their environment. Category stability was demonstrated by Viswanathan & Childers (1999) in their reanalysis of Loken & Ward’s (1990) study of prototypicality measures. Using the same attributes, with minor modifications, to measure attribute-based indices of prototypicality yielded—almost a decade later—significant relationships between these attribute-based measures and a global typicality measure. A new, fuzzy set-based measure also predicted global typicality.

Category representations also require flexibility and the ability to adapt to changes in the environment. In addition to the flexibility of goal-derived categories, noted earlier, research finds that category boundaries become broader or narrower, and more or less flexible, depending on motivational, ability, and contextual...
factors. A positive mood state may increase motivation to engage in relational elaboration, as demonstrated by greater clustering of brands recalled by product category membership and greater recall of brand names when they were in the same product categories as stimulus brands (Lee & Sternthal 1999). When people were in a more (versus less) positive mood (Barone & Miniard 2002, Barone et al. 2000) and received information about a new brand category member (brand extension) that was moderately dissimilar to the parent brand category, they were more likely to perceive the brand extension as similar to the parent brand category and evaluate it favorably. However, mood did not enhance evaluations of extensions of unfavorable parent brands (Barone & Miniard 2002).

When consumers were exposed five times (versus once) to information about a brand category’s positive link to an incongruent brand extension, their perceptions of extension consistency increased and they evaluated the extension more favorably (Lane 2000). When a brand’s benefits were accessible, which occurred more for brand categories with more (versus less) diverse members, new incongruent category extensions were rated more positively (Meyvis & Janiszewski 2004). Innovative consumers, who tend to be less risk averse, were more accepting of incongruent category members (Klink & Smith 2001).

Ability and knowledge factors also increase flexibility. Experts (relative to novices) were more likely to organize information by product subcategories, retrieve different brands for different usage occasions (Cowley & Mitchell 2003), and store information about alternatives in a way that increased flexibility in evaluating the same product across different usage occasions (Mitchell & Dacin 1996). Older children, relative to younger children, define categories more by complex functional (versus perceptual) cues (John 1999; see also Achenreiner & John 2003). Owners (versus nonowners) of a brand (Kirmani et al. 1999) have broader, more flexible categories when making judgments. Strategies taught to consumers to break down frequency estimates into subcategories (e.g., unbundling credit card expenses) can reduce errors and processing effort (Menon 1997, Srivastava & Raghubir 2002).

Self as a Category

The self category has been described as flexible or malleable (Aaker 1999). The same individual may retrieve and use different self-views, depending upon the chronic and temporal accessibility of these inputs, in the form of cultural views (Aaker & Lee 2001, Briley & Wyer 2002, Brumbaugh 2002, Forehand & Deshpande 2001, Lau-Gesk 2003, Mandel 2003), social identities (Bolton & Reed 2004, Reed 2004), or personality traits (Aaker 1999). A social identity that is salient, important to the self, and evaluatively diagnostic (versus one that is not) is more likely to influence attitudes (Reed 2004), and thinking dominated by a strong salient identity is more resistant to corrective procedures (Bolton & Reed 2004). Self-appraisals regarding performance or reflections of what others might think influenced more global self-definitions (Laverie et al. 2002). In comparison with
an independent self-view, priming an interdependent self-view has been associated with more financial risk-taking and less social risk-taking (Mandel 2003), and with prevention goals (Aaker & Lee 2001). Priming cultural identity (whether Chinese or American) produced a group mind-set that increased prevention goals (Briley & Wyer 2002).

Research continues to find that information processing with respect to the self increases elaborative thought and persuasion, such as when generating self stories (West et al. 2004) or when processing strong message arguments relative to the self (Burnkrant & Unnava 1995). But these positive effects of self-referencing on attitudes were found to be eliminated when consumers were not motivated to process the ad information (Meyers-Levy & Peracchio 1996), or when elaboration was excessive and created tedium or critical thinking (Burnkrant & Unnava 1995, Meyers-Levy & Peracchio 1996). The type of self-referencing used by consumers is also important. Self-referencing that is retrospective (with reference to autobiographical experiences from one’s past) includes more thoughts with contextual detail than does self-referencing that is anticipatory (imagining experiences in one’s future). If an ad provides detailed contextual information, this information interferes with retrospective thinking (which has its own detailed representations) but facilitates anticipatory thinking (Krishnamurthy & Sujan 1999).

CONSUMER INFERENCES

Inferences Based on Omitted Conclusions

Consumers make inferences beyond what they read or see in the text of a message, and these inferences can have an impact on judgments (Kardes et al. 2001, 2004b). When ads omitted (versus included) a key element, recall was improved along dimensions related to the element (Sengupta & Gorn 2002). When a comparative ad stated a specific (versus vague) cost savings amount (relative to a named comparison brand) for one service provided by the brand, consumers inferred that the brand was also superior on other, missing, service price data, contributing to suboptimal choices (Pechmann 1996). Greater motivation and ability increase the likelihood that consumers will engage in spontaneous inferences. Consumers were more likely to complete ambiguously cropped objects in ads under high than under low motivation conditions (Peracchio & Meyers-Levy 1994) and to later falsely recall the object as intact, although completing these objects did not necessarily improve evaluations of the product in the ads. With regard to deceptive inferences, highly motivated consumers were more likely to make invalid inferences from one type of deceptive ad claim (incomplete comparison claims); however, they were less likely to be deceived by ads that required detailed processing for nondeception to occur (inconspicuous qualification claims, Johar 1995). When cognitive capacity was high, consumers were also more likely to use product disclosures to correct or update their judgments about the product (Johar & Simmons 2000).
CONSUMER COGNITION AND AFFECT

Singular Brand Versus Multiple Brand Inferences

Research examines contexts in which a single brand is evaluated relative to contexts in which a brand is compared with alternative brands. Consumers are not always motivated to consider and compare alternative brands (Mantel & Kardes 1999), even when information about multiple brands is presented (Wang & Wyer 2002). When consumers do compare brands, generally under high motivation conditions, they rate a favorable focal brand less positively (relative to focusing on a single brand; Posavac et al. 2004; Hsee & Leclerc 1998), disregard features that are common across brands, leading to biased evaluations (Wang & Wyer 2002), and show greater direction-of-comparison effects (Mantel & Kardes 1999). Consumers also show correction effects when they are made aware that relevant information is missing (when the format is changed from a noncomparative to a comparative format, or vice versa; Muthukrishnan & Ramaswami 1999).

Inferences Based on Irrelevant Attributes

Irrelevant attributes (e.g., silk in shampoo) can have an impact on brand preferences (Carpenter et al. 1994), and these initial preferences can be self-perpetuating because of selective interpretation of subsequent experience data (Muthukrishnan & Kardes 2001). Adding irrelevant information to supportive product benefit information reduced people’s beliefs about the product benefit, even when people acknowledged the irrelevance of the information and when the irrelevant information increased the product’s similarity to a liked typical product (Meyvis & Janiszewski 2002). Others find that, while the effects of irrelevant information are persistent, when the true irrelevancy is clarified to consumers, the effects are reduced (Carpenter et al. 1994, study 2), and when future brand extensions continue to use irrelevant attributes, a brand’s equity may suffer (Broniarczyk & Gershoff 2003). Brown & Carpenter (2000) find that trivial attributes may have either positive or negative value depending on whether such valuation helps consumers accomplish a goal.

Inferences Based on Experiential and Sensory Data

Experiential data are engaging (Hoch 2002), accessible (Park et al. 1994), and viewed as nonpartisan and unambiguous (see Hoch 2002 for a review). Experience information tends to be more influential than advertising information (Kempf & Smith 1998), and even imagined experience can be convincing to consumers (Hoch 2002).

But product experiences are not always unambiguous (Wooten & Reed 1998), and consumers believe they learn from experience even when those experiences are largely uninformative (Muthukrishnan & Kardes 2001). Other people’s opinions influenced evaluation of a product if those opinions were considered before the consumer had had a chance to consider the evaluative implications of their own product experience (Wooten & Reed 1998). Even memory for a product experience has been
found to change in the direction of advertised information (presented after the product experience) that provides a different interpretation of the experience (Braun 1999), although only when product familiarity is low (Cowley & Janis 2004). Advertising was more likely to frame the interpretation of product experiences for older than for younger children (Moore & Lutz 2000). Research shows other fallibilities associated with experience data (Alba & Hutchinson 2000, Hoch 2002).

Although people like experience data, experience attribute claims (claims based on attributes that the consumer can verify only through direct experience) are generally regarded as less credible than search attributes, which are verifiable without consumption (Jain et al. 2000), but will be used by consumers when these attributes are the only data available and are accompanied by a high (versus low) credibility source (Jain & Posavac 2001).

Sensory experience data aside from traditional product usage also have an impact on judgment, and research on them has increased in emphasis during the review period. When consumers experienced sound quality, and were provided criteria with which to evaluate it (i.e., reducing its ambiguity and increasing its diagnosticity), their memory of the information improved, they placed more weight on it, and made better choices (Shapiro & Spence 2002). Other inferences based on auditory systems include those based on the consumer’s formal writing system (phonetic versus logographic; Tavassoli & Han 2001, Tavassoli & Lee 2003, Zhang & Schmitt 2004), the speed and pitch of an announcer’s voice (Chattopadhyay et al. 2003), and the phonetic structure of brand names (Yorkston & Menon 2004). When experiencing a product by touch, consumers’ confidence in judgments increased if they were high (versus low) along a need-for-touch dimension (Peck & Childers 2003). Ambient scent improved memory for familiar and unfamiliar brands (Morrin & Ratneshwar 2003).

Visual elements, such as pictures (McQuarrie & Mick 2003), color as a backdrop on Internet Web sites (Gorn et al. 2004, Mandel & Johnson 2002), product shape (Folkes & Matta 2004, Raghurib & Krishna 1999, Wansink & Van Ittersum 2003), aesthetic design and unity (Veryzer & Hutchinson 1998), angle of vision, cutting rate, camera motion (Larsen et al. 2004), typeface (Childers & Jass 2002, Henderson et al. 2004), and numerical information (Viswanathan & Childers 1996), have been found to convey meaning and influence processes such as information search, elaborative processing, attitudes, and consumption. Visual elements can also cause interference effects if ads for two different brands have similar pictures (Kumar 2000, Kumar & Krishnan 2004).

A more direct link between perceptual (sensory-motor) data and cognition has emerged. Features of an ad compete for available cognitive resources if they require processing two elements simultaneously from the same (versus different) sensory modality (Olsen 1997, Tavassoli & Lee 2003, Unnava et al. 1996). Features of an ad can also be complementary and increase advertising effectiveness when perceptual and other features (e.g., celebrity endorser, picture, brand name, scent, plot of accompanying television show) are congruent with product attribute information (Luna & Peracchio 2001, Mitchell et al. 1995, Russell 2002).
Conditional Inferences, Correlations, and Causal Reasoning

Research on conditional inferences found that when a belief in a conclusion was supported by a set of arguments that independently led to the same conclusion, it was more resistant to persuasion attempts than when a belief was supported by a set of arguments that only when considered together led to the same conclusion (Kardes et al. 2001). Areni (2002) proposes a model of belief probabilities for precise predictions of argument effectiveness.

Baumgartner (1995) found that people engaged in an active, theory-guided appraisal of the empirical data they received; when a theory was not available, the resulting judgment was suboptimal. Consumers were more sensitive to inter-attribute correlational data when information load was low or when consumers were motivated to elaborate (Kardes et al. 2004a), but were less prone to spillover effects of negative information when they were highly committed to the brand (Ahluwalia et al. 2001). While associative network theory continues to be a prominent paradigm for examining belief interconnections and consumer learning (Morrin 1999), others (van Osselaer & Janiszewski 2001) argue for a more dynamic adaptive network theory in which association strengths are not learned independently on the basis of the co-occurrence of two cues, but instead are updated and evolve as cues interact. Attribution theory (Weiner 2000) and dialectical thinking processes (Kahle et al. 2000) are useful for understanding the causal reasoning strategies of consumers, and causal reasoning has been found to be shared across cultural subgroups, which in turn influence the causal reasoning of individuals (Sirsi et al. 1996).

Metacognitive Experiences and Knowledge

Judgments are based not only on what information comes to mind, but also on how it comes to mind (Lee 2004). In a dialogue published recently in the Journal of Consumer Psychology on consumers’ metacognitive experiences, Schwarz (2004) argues that content-based theories of judgment formation cannot account for the subjective experiences that accompany thought processes that often give rise to counterintuitive findings. Processing fluency (e.g., the ease with which information is recalled) and other subjective experiences can be informational inputs used in judgments. Researchers discussed whether these metacognitive experiences (particularly with regard to processing fluency) were more likely to influence judgments under low motivation (Schwarz 2004) or under both low- and high-motivation (Lee 2004) conditions, the extent to which discrepancies from expectations (and the direction of those discrepancies) increase the use of naive theories, how judgment and choice contexts differ (Huber 2004), and the importance of both affective and cognitive metacognitive experiences as signals in judgments (Pham 2004).

Researchers also have demonstrated that consumers form metacognitive beliefs about persuasion tactics and marketers’ motives (e.g., Boush et al. 1994, Campbell & Keller 2003, Friestad & Wright 1995). The use of these beliefs depends on
whether, like other beliefs, they are easily accessible (Brown & Krishna 2004, Campbell & Kirmani 2000, Shiv et al. 1997) or an ulterior motive by the marketer is made salient (Warlop & Alba 2004).

**Brand Name Inferences**

Some brand names carry meanings that are more transferable than are others to new product extensions (Wanke et al. 1998). Keller et al. (1998) found that a brand name that implied superiority on a specific attribute (e.g., PicturePerfect televisions) rather than a nonsuggestive name (e.g., Emporium) led to better memory for related product attributes but inhibited recall of unrelated product attributes. A general superiority name is often preferred to a category-specific name when extending to new product categories (Sen 1999), and focusing on a specific brand attribute rather than the brand name can sometimes reduce consumers’ evaluations of brand extensions (van Osselaer & Alba 2003).

When two brand names are combined (e.g., Slim Fast chocolate cake mix by Godiva) the composite benefits more when the header brand (Slim Fast) is combined with a complementary brand (Godiva) than when presented alone or combined with a noncomplementary brand (e.g., Haagen-Dazs; Park et al. 1996). In brand alliances, both brands are affected, but familiar (versus unfamiliar) brands contribute more to brand evaluations (Siminon & Ruth 1998; see also Levin & Levin 2000). When the ingredient in a brand extension is branded (e.g., Tide with Irish Spring scent), more initial acceptance is found, but, unless the branded ingredient represents a dissimilar attribute, using a new ingredient name (e.g., Tide with EverFresh scent) improves long-range expansion of the brand to new categories (Desai & Keller 2002).

**Accessibility-Diagnosticity Model**

A number of psychological theories incorporate the constructs of accessibility (salience) and diagnosticity (relevance). In consumer research, the framework of Feldman & Lynch (1988), which argues that judgments are a function of the accessibility and the diagnosticity of information inputs relative to the accessibility and diagnosticity of alternative inputs, has been used for understanding judgment revision (Pham & Muthukrishnan 2002), behavioral frequency judgments (Menon et al. 1995), car repurchase decisions (Fitzsimons & Morwitz 1996), the effects of previously formed attitudes on choice (Baker 2001), cultural differences in the use of cues (Aaker 2000), and brand extension information effects on family brand evaluations (Ahlwalia & Gurhan-Canli 2000). A variant of the accessibility-diagnosticity model, the mere-accessibility model, has been proposed to account for conditions under which accessibility alone is sufficient to determine judgments, for example when ease-of-retrieval occurs at a low awareness level and functions as an heuristic in decision making, when the cognitive demands of the task are too high, or when extra cognitive effort is unwarranted (Menon & Raghunbir 2003).
Biases and Motivated Reasoning

Among the types of biases that have been examined in the review period are the truth effect (Law et al. 1998), the inclusion effect (Joiner & Loken 1998), pre-decisional distortion (Russo et al. 1998), anchor-and-adjustment (Wansink et al. 1998), frequency heuristics (Alba et al. 1999), false consensus (West 1996), self-positivity (Lin et al. 2003, Menon et al. 2002, Raghurir & Menon 1998), negativity (Ahluwalia 2002), forward and backward telescoping (Morwitz 1997), and metacognitive biases (Alba & Hutchinson 2000).

Although most of the research on biases in consumer research has assumed cognitive bases for errors or deficits, research increasingly has examined bias as motivated reasoning. Researchers argue, for example, that inconsistent information (Jain & Maheswaran 2000) and impression and defensive goals (Ahluwalia 2002) increase consumers' selectively processing information in a biased manner. Other research finds that biases were reduced when consumers had sufficient motivation and ability to counter the bias, i.e., when accuracy in judgments was rewarded (West 1996), when the evidence against the bias was strong, when the bias was based on events not controllable, and when the judgments did not pertain to or protect the view of self (Kamins et al. 1997, Lin et al. 2003, Menon & Johar 1997).

CONSUMER AFFECT, MOOD, FEELINGS, AND ATTITUDES

The importance of the role of affect has increased during the review period, and emotional states increasingly are being added to traditional models of consumer behavior (e.g., satisfaction/dissatisfaction, Phillips & Baumgartner 2002; decision choice models, Luce et al. 1999). Most research during the review period on affect and attitudes falls into two general categories: (a) research on the types of processes by which moods and feelings influence judgments, and (b) more traditional research on the cognitive (versus noncognitive) bases for attitudes and the role of cognition and attitudes in predicting intentions and behavior.

The Effects of Mood on Judgments and Processing

Mood affects judgments; being in a positive mood can increase consumers’ preferences for products. Mood can spread to others, too, who in turn will like the product (Howard & Gengler 2001). Predominant theoretical rationales for mood effects are mood-congruency theories, which argue that moods increase the accessibility of mood-congruent thoughts (e.g., Isen et al. 1992), and affect-as-information theories, which argue that moods are used (often mistakenly) as a source of information in evaluations of a target (e.g., Schwarz 1997). The information value of a mood may derive from its arousal dimension, its valence dimension, or both (Gorn et al. 2001). Mood valence has more effect on product judgments when mood information is a relevant basis for the judgments, for example, for consumers
using consummatory or hedonic (versus instrumental) criteria (Adaval 2001, Pham 1998, Yeung & Wyer 2004) or when the affective tone of a target ad is ambiguous (Gorn et al. 2001). Adaval (2003) found that moods influenced judgments through their effects on the extremity of evaluative implications of cognitions about the target rather than increased importance weights attached to the information. Yeung & Wyer (2004), however, found that when people have already formed an impression of a product based on a picture that elicits affect, subsequent mood and other information that becomes available has less impact on product judgments.

Research has also examined the regulatory processes in which consumers engage. Feelings convey both contextual appraisal information as well as motivational (goal-relevant) information (see Pham 2004). Some mood research suggests that consumers were willing to make decision errors in order to maintain a positive mood (Meloy 2000). But other research suggests that when the stakes are high (e.g., life threatening), consumers will forego short-term mood maintenance for longer-term gains (Keller et al. 2003), or will even maintain a negative mood if it will improve task performance; that is, people will guide affect regulation in a functional manner (Cohen & Andrade 2004).

Moods also affect type of processing. Some research supports the idea that people in a positive mood engage in nonanalytic, top-down, creative processing styles, and people in a negative mood engage in analytic, effortful processing (Keller et al. 2002, Murry & Dacin 1996). Shiv & Fedorikhin (1999) find that people will choose based on utilitarian considerations (e.g., fruit salad over cake) unless their processing load is high, in which case they will choose based on hedonic considerations (cake over fruit salad). Other findings suggest that people in a positive mood are not less motivated to process information (Adaval 2003, Pham et al. 2001), but instead rely more on strategic thinking (Lee & Sternthal 1999) or diagnostic inputs (Pham 1996), especially when the risks of not being informed are very high (Keller et al. 2003).

Aside from testing these theories of affect, consumer research finds that emotions are predictable and can be measured reliably. Consumers tend to provide reliable measures of emotion (Richins 1997) and have a shared knowledge of emotion categories (Ruth 2001), and negative emotions (which people prefer to avoid) cause predictable shifts in choice patterns (Luce et al. 1999). Baumgartner et al. (1997) showed how moment-to-moment emotional responses to an ad could be integrated into an overall evaluation of the ad.

**Cognitive Versus Noncognitive Bases for Attitudes**

Many of the existing theories of mood and affect are consistent with traditional attitude research that assumes cognitions underlie attitudes and that feelings are used in reasoning processes (cf. Adaval 2003, Pham et al. 2001). Nevertheless, a debate published in the *Journal of Consumer Psychology* (1995, 1997) raises issues about whether attitudes are primarily belief based (driven by cognition) or nonbelief based (driven by affect or other factors). Central to the debate is
whether automaticity effects, degree of effort in processing, or mood and bodily reactions reflect degree of cognitive or belief-based processing (e.g., Fishbein & Middlestadt 1995, 1997; Haugtvedt & OSU Consumer Psychology Seminar 1997; Herr 1995; Miniard & Barone 1997; Priester & Fleming 1997; Schwarz 1997). Fishbein and Middlestadt argue that regardless of whether processing of information is more or less effortful (with respect to attention, counterarguing, or elaboration), such processing activity is cognitive and has impact effects on other cognitions that are more proximal determinants of attitude. These proximal determinants (i.e., salient beliefs and the evaluative implications of those beliefs) would need to be ruled out empirically in order to conclude that attitudes are not belief based. Using these criteria, some research (Fishbein & Middlestadt 1995) finds that attitude toward an ad influenced attitude toward a behavior indirectly through cognitive structure, whereas other research (Bodur et al. 2000) finds that the connection between affect and attitude was direct and not mediated by cognitive structure.

Most cognitive psychologists would agree that cognition includes an array of conscious and unconscious processes and representations (cf. Barsalou 1999). A growing number of consumer studies examine implicit brand attitudes, attitudes that may be activated automatically and outside conscious awareness (Bargh 2002, Maison et al. 2004, Shapiro 1999). Increased emphasis is being placed on development of appropriate measurement techniques to assess automaticity and nonconscious processing (see Krishnan & Chakravarti 1999), such as the Implicit Association Test (Brunel et al. 2004).

Cognition, Affect, and Behavioral Intentions

A first avenue of research on intentions has examined factors that affect the relationship between behavioral intentions and behavior. The process of measuring a purchase intention (called the “mere measurement” effect) has been found to increase subsequent purchase in the product category, probably because it increases the accessibility of cognitions about the product category and cognitions of accessible brands in the category (Morwitz & Fitzsimon 2004). The effect was found to decay after three months (Chandon et al. 2004) and was attenuated when consumers viewed the intention question as a persuasion attempt and had sufficient cognitive capacity for correction (Williams et al. 2004). Asking people to predict whether they will perform a behavior also increases the probability of their performing the behavior (Spangenberg & Greenwald 1999).

A second avenue of research examines models of determinants of behavioral intentions. Tests of the theory of reasoned action (Fishbein & Ajzen 1975) and a variant found support across four countries, although, in general, components explained more variance in Western (United States, Italy) than in Eastern (China, Japan) cultures (Bagozzi et al. 2000). The models also explained differences in cultural orientation (independent versus interdependent). In a related model of social behavior, Lee (2000) found that the normative factor was a stronger determinant of
behavioral intention among collectivists, whereas the attitude factor was a stronger determinent among individualists.

A meta-analysis (Notani 1998) of the theory of planned behavior (Ajzen 1991), which is an extension of the theory of reasoned action, found that the construct of perceived behavioral control (PBC) predicted behavior more when it reflected control over factors primarily internal (versus external) to the individual, when it was operationalized as a global measure (rather than as a set of beliefs), when the behaviors were familiar (versus unfamiliar), and when the sample included nonstudent (versus student) samples. The meta-analysis also found attitude toward performing a behavior was a more consistent predictor than PBC of behavioral intention, and intention was a stronger predictor than PBC of behavior, supporting the original theory of reasoned action.

MODELS OF PERSUASION

Elaboration

The moderating role of elaborative thought on persuasion has been a key research issue in the past decade. Amount of elaborative thought (high versus low) and valence of thought (favorable or unfavorable) have been examined extensively. Type of thought has also been studied, such as analysis of item-specific versus relational thoughts (e.g., Malaviya et al. 1996), thoughts that vary as a function of specific goals (e.g., Escales & Luce 2004, Sengupta & Johar 2000), thoughts about the self (Meyers-Levy & Peracchio 1996), and metacognitive thoughts and experiences (e.g., Schwarz 2004). More commonly, elaborative thought has been examined as a function of how information is framed by goals or contextual factors. Research on the amount of elaborative thought predicted by dual process models, in particular, has been plentiful.

DUAL-PROCESS MODELS OF PERSUASION

Consumer research on the elaboration likelihood model (Petty & Cacioppo 1986), the heuristic-systematic model (Chaiken 1980), and other dual-process models (e.g., Fiske & Neuberg 1990) has continued to stack up evidence in favor of two levels of processing (sometimes regarded as two ends of a continuum), one in which the level of consumer motivation and elaborative thought is high and relies on detailed, systematic, or central-route processing, and a second, more heuristic or peripheral route that is generally associated with lower levels of motivation and elaborative thought. Research finds that highly motivated consumers, who engaged in more elaborative processing, were more influenced by negative (versus positive) frames and message claims (Block & Keller 1995, Shiv et al. 2004), had more persistent attitudes (Haugtvedt et al. 1994, Sengupta et al. 1997), were more influenced by argument strength (versus number of arguments) in a collectivist culture (Aaker & Maheshwaran 1997), placed less
emphasis on country of origin as a processing cue (Gurhan-Canli & Maheswaran 2000), and engaged more in adaptive learning of feature-benefit associations (van Osselaer & Janiszewski 2001). Consumers also processed information more systematically when message arguments were preceded by counterfactual (“if only”) thinking (Krishnamurthy & Sivaraman 2002) and when the message arguments were compatible with self-regulatory focus (Aaker & Lee 2001).

Incongruity of persuasive elements also increased elaboration. Information was processed more systematically when comparative ads featured dissimilar (versus similar) brands, especially when individuals were low in need for cognition (Priester et al. 2004), when information was inconsistent with prior preferences (Jain & Maheshwaran 2000), when brand extensions were incongruent with expectations regarding the parent brand (Gurhan-Canli & Maheswaran 1998), and when message items were inconsistent with expectations, particularly for elderly adults (Yoon 1997). Consumers elaborated more on messages from endorsers who were untrustworthy (e.g., from endorsing too many products) than from endorsers who were trustworthy (Priester & Petty 2003).

Consumers showed more heuristic processing when information was in a narrative versus an unorganized list form, presumably because the narrative form is structurally similar to daily life experiences (Adaval & Wyer 1998). Heuristic processing was also found more for elderly (than for younger) adults (Yoon 1997), who show reduced ability over time to remember detailed information.

Under low motivation conditions, people may also rely more on their subjective accessibility experiences rather than content (Schwarz 2004). Children (versus adults) focused more on surface than on deep cues (Zhang & Sood 2002; cf. John 1999), and younger children engaged in less elaboration than did older children (Moore & Lutz 2000).

Cues that have been traditionally regarded as peripheral or heuristic (e.g., brand names and endorser attractiveness) led to more attitude persistence (Sengupta et al. 1997) and were processed more centrally or systematically (and elaborated upon more) when the cue was perceived to have relevance to the message arguments (e.g., endorser attractiveness, Shavitt et al. 1994; source effects, Kirmani & Shiv 1998) or was perceived as diagnostic (e.g., Aaker & Maheswaran 1997). Other variables, too, have been found to take on multiple roles in a persuasive message, such as rhetorical questions (Ahluwalia & Burnkrant 2004), message framing (Meyers-Levy & Maheswaran 2004), and color (Meyers-Levy & Peracchio 1995). Also, both types of thought (heuristic and systematic) can occur concurrently (Meyers-Levy & Maheswaran 2004).

Finally, even though high arousal is generally believed to reduce cognitive capacity, Pham (1996) found that when consumers were highly aroused, they selected informative diagnostic cues over a peripheral cue (endorser status). People also seemed to use different routes to persuasion because different types of information were perceived as diagnostic under different routes rather than because they had different desired levels of accuracy (Pham & Avnet 2004).
Problem-solving thinking that increases cognitive elaboration can increase the persuasiveness of a message. Two-sided advertisements in which the positive and negative attributes were logically related increased favorable inferences, especially when people had sufficient processing time to elaborate upon them (Bohner et al. 2003). Time (and presumably effort) can also reduce logical inconsistencies in beliefs (Kardes et al. 2001). Analogies require substantial cognitive resources, so they are more effective if used by experts who devote substantial resources to the processing task. They can even be effective for novices if substantial resources are allocated to the task and the novices are trained in how to map structural relations between a base and a target (Roehm & Sternthal 2001).

Negative effects of elaboration on persuasion Elaboration can have a neutral or negative effect on attitudes if consumers are elaborating upon irrelevant, nondiagnostic, or negative information (e.g., Grewal et al. 1997, Priester et al. 2004, Schlosser & Shavitt 2002). Asking a hypothetical question that contained negative information about a political candidate contaminated voting choices; increased contamination occurred as elaboration increased and the questions focused on aspects relevant to the choice (Fitzsimons & Shiv 2001). Too much cognitive elaboration can be viewed as cognitive effort, which people view as costly and tend to avoid (Fiske & Taylor 1984); when cognitive effort was expended without resolution or other benefits, negative affect and behavior resulted (Garbarino & Edell 1997).

When reasons against (as compared with reasons for) choosing a BMW over a Mercedes were easy to retrieve, or consumers imagined that they were easy to retrieve, consumers decreased (versus increased) their evaluations of the BMW relative to the Mercedes (Wanke et al. 1997), although results were attributed to fluency of retrieval rather than to negative thought content. A reasons analysis was also found to lower attitude stability (Sengupta & Fitzsimons 2004), increase attitude ambivalence (Sengupta & Johar 2002), increase culture-bound thoughts (Briley et al. 2000), and was disruptive of the link between attitude and behavior when attitudes at delay were reconstructed from contextual cues and there was a mismatch between original and delayed attitudes (Sengupta & Fitzsimons 2000).

Resource-matching theory (Peracchio & Meyers-Levy 1997) argues that processing is most efficient when the level of cognitive resources required for a task match the consumer’s level of available cognitive resources. It’s the dose that makes the poison (Paracelsus); too much elaboration can lead to irrelevant thoughts or counterarguments (Keller & Block 1997); having too few resources relative to those required can lead to heuristic processing (Peracchio & Meyers-Levy 1997). Both high and low levels of fear appeals have been persuasive, as long as available and required resources matched (Keller & Block 1996). Mantel & Kellaris (2003) found that perceptions of time were estimated to be longer when the available and required resources were matched, because information linked to the time period was more easily reconstructed.
Attitude Strength, Resistance, and Confidence

Some research has examined the longer-term effects of previously formed attitudes on subsequent processing and evaluations. Haugtvedt et al. (1994) found that even when people showed similar levels of attitude persistence, extremity, and confidence, they were more resistant to attack if the basis for their attitude included more substantive product information. Priester & Petty (2003), too, show that equally extreme attitudes can vary in their cognitive bases, their strength, and their effectiveness. Priester et al. (2004) found that strong brand attitudes influenced choice because they increased the brand’s inclusion in the consumer’s consideration set.

Attitude certainty and thought confidence have been viewed as metacognitive responses to ads. When people counterargued a message, it increased their attitude certainty and their attitude-intention link, but only if the message was from an expert source (Tormala & Petty 2004). Just as strong attitudes are more likely than weaker attitudes to guide behavior, stronger beliefs (confidence in one’s thoughts) are more likely to guide attitudes; increased confidence in positive thoughts increased the effectiveness of ads, and increased confidence in negative thoughts decreased their effectiveness (Brinol et al. 2004).

Ad Repetition, Ad Spacing, Incidental Ad Exposure, and Fluency

With increased ad repetition, consumers’ attention decreases (based on detection of eye movements), but the order in which visual elements of the ad are scanned remains the same (Pieters et al. 1999). Ad repetition increases attitude persistence, and when ads are substantively varied, repetition increases attitude resistance (Haugtvedt et al. 1994). Changing the ad executions and the modality of the advertising (e.g., between target and competitive advertising) also reduces competitive interference effects (Unnava & Sirdeshmukh 1994).

Incidental ad exposure may occur when consumers are focusing on a primary task (e.g., reading a magazine article) and nevertheless process advertising information that is not the focus (e.g., a print ad on the same or adjoining page). Incidental ad exposure is found to increase perceptual fluency, the perception of ad or brand familiarity (Shapiro et al. 1997), inclusion of the brand in the consumer’s consideration set (Shapiro 1999, Shapiro et al. 1997), and perhaps conceptual fluency as well (Janiszewski & Meyvis 2001, Shapiro 1999).

Background music interfered with processing when the time interval between ad presentations was short under incidental learning, but it did not change the effect of time interval on recall under more effortful processing conditions (Olsen 1997). Based on a meta-analysis (Janiszewski et al. 2003) of the spacing effect (i.e., the time interval between presentations of ad material), the most effective schedule may be one in which ads alternate between encouraging intentional processing (e.g., using media such as television ads) and promoting incidental processing (e.g., using media such as billboards).
Differences in Negative and Positive Evaluative Dimensions

Evaluations (positive/negative responses) are pervasive and dominant human responses (Jarvis & Petty 1996) that sometimes are performed automatically, unintentionally, and/or without awareness (Bargh 2002). Consumer research finds that negations (versus affirmations), whether they involve reporting a questionnaire response (e.g., disliking versus liking judgments; Herr & Page 2004) or processing message information (e.g., not difficult to use versus difficult to use; Grant et al. 2004), require more elaboration and are less spontaneously generated, suggesting a two-step process required for processing negations. When persuasive stimulus information that contained negative (versus positive) information or that was framed in a negative (versus positive) way required and/or motivated greater elaboration (as reported earlier; see also Cox & Cox 2001), it was often more persuasive (Block & Keller 1995, Homer & Batra 1994, Meyers-Levy & Maheswaren 2004, Shiv et al. 2004), especially when consumers were accuracy-motivated (Ahluwalia 2002) or perceived the negative tactic used as fair (Shiv et al. 1997). On the other hand, consumers who processed narratives and imagined scenarios were more resistant to incorporating negative (Adaval & Wyer 1998) and corrective information (Bolton 2003), their inferences about a firm’s service providers were more resistant to negative than positive information (Folkes & Patrick 2003), and the greater influence of negative (versus positive) information was attenuated when consumers were impression-motivated but reversed when consumers were defense-motivated (Ahluwalia 2002).

Exposure to both positive and negative information weakens attitudes if reconciliation of evaluative items is not a salient goal or if issue elaboration is prevented. Attitudes also weaken when people feel inconsistencies in preexisting beliefs and attitudes or when they feel ambivalent, experiencing both positive and negative affect toward an attitude object (Sengupta & Johar 2002). Conflicting affective or emotional responses (Mick & Fournier 1998), that is, mixed emotions, may be difficult to manage (Williams & Aaker 2002), but in some cases, conflict in emotions may be a naturally occurring phenomenon. Ambivalent “weakened” attitudes may not always reflect weakness; older (versus younger) and Asian (versus Anglo) Americans have been found to be more adaptable in accepting mixed emotions (Williams & Aaker 2002).

CONCLUSIONS

In the review period, general conclusions about psychological phenomena (e.g., dual processes of persuasion, relationship between category similarity and affect) have been followed up through studies that examine (a) the effects in more diverse and numerous domains and contexts than found previously (demonstrating the effects’ generalizability and importance), and (b) contingencies and exceptions to these effects. The difficult task of determining the size and nature of the contingencies for many of these topic domains has not yet been accomplished.
However, the moderating roles of elaboration, accessibility, and diagnosticity have been successfully used to understand the patterns associated with contingent effects in a variety of consumer domains.

Amount of elaborative thought and valence of thought is an important moderating variable studied extensively in the review period. Not surprisingly, thoughtfulness or increased elaboration has been found to positively influence persuasion or problem solving in most cases because the information elaborated upon was, by and large, positive, relevant message information. When the information elaborated upon was irrelevant or negative, its effect on persuasion was reduced. When the information elaborated upon was biased, change occurred in a manner consistent with the bias or stereotypic thinking. To the extent that the effort of elaboration led to positive outcomes (such as reduced uncertainty or feelings of successful resolution of inconsistencies), these positive outcomes, in some cases, became associated with the attitude object. Most of the research on elaboration in the review period examined positive (or negative) thoughts about the message rather than positive (or negative) thoughts about the processes of elaboration (resolution or effort).

Interesting new research directions have emerged in the review period that pattern after some of the effects of social and cognitive psychology. Consumer research has placed increased emphasis on consumers’ flexibility or malleability in retrieving different and multiple cognitive representations that, depending on the context, reflect different individual goals, cultural orientations, views of self, naïve theories or beliefs about the way the world works, and even differences in affective states and experiences. Research on retrieval and use of these multiple and different representations highlights the dynamic role of information accessibility in cognitive and affective judgments.

Research has also increasingly examined how consumers are motivated to control, manage, or self-regulate their cognitions and affect. People demonstrate control over affective processes and goals, sometimes undertake corrective processes to adjust for errors in accuracy or unwanted influences, and have knowledge of persuasion strategies. The role of context is important in determining when these control and corrective processes are used and in determining the nature of the cognitive or affective representations used in judgments. But research is also increasing on the role of implicit cognitions and affect and nonconscious ways in which cognition and sensory experiences influence affect and judgment. Finally, the relationship between sensory-motor, perceptual, and experiential information on the one hand, and cognition on the other, has emerged as an important research topic.
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